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Starting Endurance Tests "",., .. " .. ,., .... ,.,.".,. 14 In the EE Tech circuit, the amplitude modulation comes from the 60 hertz pulses of line current which charge the filter capacitors, and from the 120 hertz ripple at the output of the filter capacitors. The RF filter is effective in attenuating the RF energy fed back to the 60 hertz line and also reduces ripple modulation.
The pi section filter circuit is shown in Fig. 1 follows:
When the switch is the "bright" posi ti on @ capaci C shorted out and es impedance in the lamp circuit is minimum, When the switch is in the "dim" pos ion e CII in es with ClOt thus increasing series impedance. T remaining switch-leg switches C9 in series with C7 so as to provide optimim lamp starting voltages at each position. Power and light puts each switch position are tabu in The relationship between scales would be as given in Equation 1:
If this is done, segments of the trajectory for which no diode or transistor current flows will be arcs of a spiral, The time such segments will be:
(2 where e is in radians, Also, the radius of the spiral will go as: radius :; rox e -R t 21 (3 where R is the lamp resistance referred to the primary, Switch Q2 is "on" during T3 and Ti, During T2, the R1C circuit of the secondary coasts through the major portion of one natural sine wave cycle,
The static "on" line is determined by the base-emitter drop of Ql plus the voltage drops across diodes D12 and D13 plus other second order effects. It must be at a level below zero for oscillation to begin.
The "off" line may be moved to the left by the signal through R7. This is necessary to prevent excessive voltage on Q2 during start up of the lamp. See the state diagram, Fig, B-3 , for a graphical explanation of the action, Ten trips around the diagram are shown, although the circuit may reach stable operation in more or fewer trips. After Q2 turns "off" at A, the trajectory is controlled by the small capacitor C8.If the trajectory was not interrupted by the conduction of Di0, and therefore the addition of C5 to the current path, the voltage would rise to Vi Which would exceed the breakdown voltage of Q2. In fact, if the switching point remained at A, the voltage would eventually rise to Vi as C5 became charged through the diode. However, as the charge on C5 approaches the level V2, the switching point is moved back to B, so that the trajectory goes through Vi repeatedly until the lamp ignites, 
